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A nodal explicit high order DG code has been developed. The Euler equations have been
discretized using a Discontinuous Galerkin Spectral Element Method (DGSEM) coupled
with a low storage Runge-Kutta time integration scheme of order three [1].

To increase the flexibility of the solver a mortar element method [2] was implemented to
couple the element faces when hanging nodes or elements with varying polynomial orders
are used in the computational mesh.

The novelty of the method, is the possibility to perform automatic local spatial adaption
(using either h or p refinement) based on τ -estimation. A mesh adaptation algorithm,
based on the truncation error estimation by means of τ -estimation, was developed by
Fraysse et al. in Finite Volumes, resulting in a very efficient and cheap adaptation sensor
[4]. The τ -estimation method was successfully extended from low to high order methods
by Rubio et al. [3].

The adaptation algorithm developed selects the optimum size (h) and polynomial order (p)
in each element based on the value and the rate of convergence of the truncation error.
Furthermore the truncation error estimation permits the decoupling of the polynomial
order in each spacial dimension which optimizes the computational cost. The adaption
algorithm developed is compared to other adaptation algorithms found in the literature.

The adaption techniques were tested on a Transsonic airfoil with M=0.8 and angle of
attack α=1.25 with Euler Equations. Furthermore a source flow problem was choosen as
a test case.
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